EDIE TWINING
(Variations on two images by)
1954 ——

ONE:

SLOE DO

©

Edith
May Donald
Twining was born
on Sepember 24: 1954: In
Seventh Day Adventist Hospital:
Ogikubo: Tokyo: Japan: Edie Twining’s
favorite activity as a child was making stuff: Edie
Twining’s first job was coppering stained glass after a two day
attempt to work as a waitress at a Howard Johnson’s restaurant featuring
fried clams, baked beans, chicken pies, frankfurters, and, of course, Howard Johnson
28 flavor ice creams. Edie Twining’s mother was born in White Plains: New York: USA: Edie Twining’s
father was born in New York City: USA: As a child Edie Twining lived in: Tokyo: Japan: Washington: DC: USA: Den
Hague: Netherlands: Washington: DC: USA: New York City: USA: and Connecticut: USA: Like so many other people who moved
around a lot as children Edie Twining has had more than her share of panics while driving down interstates: Over bridges: And flying hither
and thither: Panics that are secured by an enormous variety of humans by nesting solaces of profound cozy home ownership: As a child Edie Twining loved
being with her family: Making things: Looking at picture books: Being read aloud to: Now: Edie Twining lives in West Roxbury: Boston: Massachusetts: As an adult
Edie Twining loves her children: Her house: Making things: Being with friends: Looking at new stuff: Edie Twining’s favorite animal in daily life is a dog: Edie Twining’s favorite
animal in all of life are Herons for their patience: Edie Twining’s favorite idea is: Change Is Possible: Need one say how unsurprising it is that early childhood wanderings have generated
a faith in the possibility of change: Edie Twining’s favorite objects are a paper and a zinc yellow: cadmium lemon: gold: primrose: straw: naples: chrome orange: scarlet lake: vermilion:
geranium lake: flesh: pink: madder lake: rose: carmine: purple: violet: delft: ultramarine: cobalt: sky: prussian: kingfisher: blue: turquoise: jade: juniper: grass: sap green: bronze: sepia:
burnt umber: vandyke brown: raw umber: ochre: sienna: copper beech: venetian red:
terra cotta: chocolate: ivory black: blue gray: gunmetal: french gray: silver gray: chinese:
white: pencil: Edie Twining earns her living in Cambridge: Massachusetts as an inter
ior designer for retail stores mostly dealing with children’s environments: The aim of the
art of Edie Twining is to keep her Self company: To keep her present to her Self: An
d for her Self first: The aim of the life of Edie Twining is to learn patience: To stay awake:
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To have a nice time: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another jolly work loving level headed warm breaded friend making householding drawing sketching
painting designing building far corner of the world azure cobalt navy sapphire cerulean indigo born under the red white and blue dog and the scarlet heron mauve lilac lavender
violet plum amethyst wining crimson scarlet cherry ruby burgundy dining fine kinding lemon lime square emerald circle jade triangle olive rectangle canary oval octagon banana
finding minding straw into gold cyan magenta winding placed solid as the Mona Lisa in the Louvre far looking far drawing finger talking far walking child far walking woman too:
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Edith
May Donald
Twining was born
on Sepember 24: 1954: In
Seventh Day Adventist Hospital:
Ogikubo: Tokyo: Japan: Edie Twining’s
favorite activity as a child was making stuff: Edie
Twining’s first job was coppering stained glass after a two day
attempt to work as a waitress at a Howard Johnson’s restaurant featuring
fried clams, baked beans, chicken pies, frankfurters, and, of course, Howard Johnson
28 flavor ice creams. Edie Twining’s mother was born in White Plains: New York: USA: Edie Twining’s
father was born in New York City: USA: As a child Edie Twining lived in: Tokyo: Japan: Washington: DC: USA: Den
Hague: Netherlands: Washington: DC: USA: New York City: USA: and Connecticut: USA: Like so many other people who moved
around a lot as children Edie Twining has had more than her share of panics while driving down interstates: Over bridges: And flying hither
and thither: Panics that are secured by an enormous variety of humans by nesting solaces of profound cozy home ownership: As a child Edie Twining loved
being with her family: Making things: Looking at picture books: Being read aloud to: Now: Edie Twining lives in West Roxbury: Boston: Massachusetts: As an adult
Edie Twining loves her children: Her house: Making things: Being with friends: Looking at new stuff: Edie Twining’s favorite animal in daily life is a dog: Edie Twining’s favorite
animal in all of life are Herons for their patience: Edie Twining’s favorite idea is: Change Is Possible: Need one say how unsurprising it is that early childhood wanderings have generated
a faith in the possibility of change: Edie Twining’s favorite objects are a paper and a zinc yellow: cadmium lemon: gold: primrose: straw: naples: chrome orange: scarlet lake: vermilion:
geranium lake: flesh: pink: madder lake: rose: carmine: purple: violet: delft: ultramarine: cobalt: sky: prussian: kingfisher: blue: turquoise: jade: juniper: grass: sap green: bronze: sepia:
burnt umber: vandyke brown: raw umber: ochre: sienna: copper beech: venetian red:
terra cotta: chocolate: ivory black: blue gray: gunmetal: french gray: silver gray: chinese:
white: pencil: Edie Twining earns her living in Cambridge: Massachusetts as an inter
ior designer for retail stores mostly dealing with children’s environments: The aim of the
art of Edie Twining is to keep her Self company: To keep her present to her Self: An
d for her Self first: The aim of the life of Edie Twining is to learn patience: To stay awake:
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To have a nice time: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another jolly work loving level headed warm breaded friend making householding drawing sketching
painting designing building far corner of the world azure cobalt navy sapphire cerulean indigo born under the red white and blue dog and the scarlet heron mauve lilac lavender
violet plum amethyst wining crimson scarlet cherry ruby burgundy dining fine kinding lemon lime square emerald circle jade triangle olive rectangle canary oval octagon banana
finding minding straw into gold cyan magenta winding placed solid as the Mona Lisa in the Louvre far looking far drawing finger talking far walking child far walking woman too:
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Edith
May Donald
Twining was born
on Sepember 24: 1954: In
Seventh Day Adventist Hospital:
Ogikubo: Tokyo: Japan: Edie Twining’s
favorite activity as a child was making stuff: Edie
Twining’s first job was coppering stained glass after a two day
attempt to work as a waitress at a Howard Johnson’s restaurant featuring
fried clams, baked beans, chicken pies, frankfurters, and, of course, Howard Johnson
28 flavor ice creams. Edie Twining’s mother was born in White Plains: New York: USA: Edie Twining’s
father was born in New York City: USA: As a child Edie Twining lived in: Tokyo: Japan: Washington: DC: USA: Den
Hague: Netherlands: Washington: DC: USA: New York City: USA: and Connecticut: USA: Like so many other people who moved
around a lot as children Edie Twining has had more than her share of panics while driving down interstates: Over bridges: And flying hither
and thither: Panics that are secured by an enormous variety of humans by nesting solaces of profound cozy home ownership: As a child Edie Twining loved
being with her family: Making things: Looking at picture books: Being read aloud to: Now: Edie Twining lives in West Roxbury: Boston: Massachusetts: As an adult
Edie Twining loves her children: Her house: Making things: Being with friends: Looking at new stuff: Edie Twining’s favorite animal in daily life is a dog: Edie Twining’s favorite
animal in all of life are Herons for their patience: Edie Twining’s favorite idea is: Change Is Possible: Need one say how unsurprising it is that early childhood wanderings have generated
a faith in the possibility of change: Edie Twining’s favorite objects are a paper and a zinc yellow: cadmium lemon: gold: primrose: straw: naples: chrome orange: scarlet lake: vermilion:
geranium lake: flesh: pink: madder lake: rose: carmine: purple: violet: delft: ultramarine: cobalt: sky: prussian: kingfisher: blue: turquoise: jade: juniper: grass: sap green: bronze: sepia:
burnt umber: vandyke brown: raw umber: ochre: sienna: copper beech: venetian red:
terra cotta: chocolate: ivory black: blue gray: gunmetal: french gray: silver gray: chinese:
white: pencil: Edie Twining earns her living in Cambridge: Massachusetts as an inter
ior designer for retail stores mostly dealing with children’s environments: The aim of the
art of Edie Twining is to keep her Self company: To keep her present to her Self: An
d for her Self first: The aim of the life of Edie Twining is to learn patience: To stay awake:
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To have a nice time: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another jolly work loving level headed warm breaded friend making householding drawing sketching
painting designing building far corner of the world azure cobalt navy sapphire cerulean indigo born under the red white and blue dog and the scarlet heron mauve lilac lavender
violet plum amethyst wining crimson scarlet cherry ruby burgundy dining fine kinding lemon lime square emerald circle jade triangle olive rectangle canary oval octagon banana
finding minding straw into gold cyan magenta winding placed solid as the Mona Lisa in the Louvre far looking far drawing finger talking far walking child far walking woman too:
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THREE:

SLOW GROW

©

Edith
May Donald
Twining was born
on Sepember 24: 1954: In
Seventh Day Adventist Hospital:
Ogikubo: Tokyo: Japan: Edie Twining’s
favorite activity as a child was making stuff: Edie
Twining’s first job was coppering stained glass after a two day
attempt to work as a waitress at a Howard Johnson’s restaurant featuring
fried clams, baked beans, chicken pies, frankfurters, and, of course, Howard Johnson
28 flavor ice creams. Edie Twining’s mother was born in White Plains: New York: USA: Edie Twining’s
father was born in New York City: USA: As a child Edie Twining lived in: Tokyo: Japan: Washington: DC: USA: Den
Hague: Netherlands: Washington: DC: USA: New York City: USA: and Connecticut: USA: Like so many other people who moved
around a lot as children Edie Twining has had more than her share of panics while driving down interstates: Over bridges: And flying hither
and thither: Panics that are secured by an enormous variety of humans by nesting solaces of profound cozy home ownership: As a child Edie Twining loved
being with her family: Making things: Looking at picture books: Being read aloud to: Now: Edie Twining lives in West Roxbury: Boston: Massachusetts: As an adult
Edie Twining loves her children: Her house: Making things: Being with friends: Looking at new stuff: Edie Twining’s favorite animal in daily life is a dog: Edie Twining’s favorite
animal in all of life are Herons for their patience: Edie Twining’s favorite idea is: Change Is Possible: Need one say how unsurprising it is that early childhood wanderings have generated
a faith in the possibility of change: Edie Twining’s favorite objects are a paper and a zinc yellow: cadmium lemon: gold: primrose: straw: naples: chrome orange: scarlet lake: vermilion:
geranium lake: flesh: pink: madder lake: rose: carmine: purple: violet: delft: ultramarine: cobalt: sky: prussian: kingfisher: blue: turquoise: jade: juniper: grass: sap green: bronze: sepia:
burnt umber: vandyke brown: raw umber: ochre: sienna: copper beech: venetian red:
terra cotta: chocolate: ivory black: blue gray: gunmetal: french gray: silver gray: chinese:
white: pencil: Edie Twining earns her living in Cambridge: Massachusetts as an inter
ior designer for retail stores mostly dealing with children’s environments: The aim of the
art of Edie Twining is to keep her Self company: To keep her present to her Self: An
d for her Self first: The aim of the life of Edie Twining is to learn patience: To stay awake:

b
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To have a nice time: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another jolly work loving level headed warm breaded friend making householding drawing sketching
painting designing building far corner of the world azure cobalt navy sapphire cerulean indigo born under the red white and blue dog and the scarlet heron mauve lilac lavender
violet plum amethyst wining crimson scarlet cherry ruby burgundy dining fine kinding lemon lime square emerald circle jade triangle olive rectangle canary oval octagon banana
finding minding straw into gold cyan magenta winding placed solid as the Mona Lisa in the Louvre far looking far drawing finger talking far walking child far walking woman too:
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EDIE TWINING
(Variations on two images by)
1954 ——

FOUR:

SLOE MO

©

Edith
May Donald
Twining was born
on Sepember 24: 1954: In
Seventh Day Adventist Hospital:
Ogikubo: Tokyo: Japan: Edie Twining’s
favorite activity as a child was making stuff: Edie
Twining’s first job was coppering stained glass after a two day
attempt to work as a waitress at a Howard Johnson’s restaurant featuring
fried clams, baked beans, chicken pies, frankfurters, and, of course, Howard Johnson
28 flavor ice creams. Edie Twining’s mother was born in White Plains: New York: USA: Edie Twining’s
father was born in New York City: USA: As a child Edie Twining lived in: Tokyo: Japan: Washington: DC: USA: Den
Hague: Netherlands: Washington: DC: USA: New York City: USA: and Connecticut: USA: Like so many other people who moved
around a lot as children Edie Twining has had more than her share of panics while driving down interstates: Over bridges: And flying hither
and thither: Panics that are secured by an enormous variety of humans by nesting solaces of profound cozy home ownership: As a child Edie Twining loved
being with her family: Making things: Looking at picture books: Being read aloud to: Now: Edie Twining lives in West Roxbury: Boston: Massachusetts: As an adult
Edie Twining loves her children: Her house: Making things: Being with friends: Looking at new stuff: Edie Twining’s favorite animal in daily life is a dog: Edie Twining’s favorite
animal in all of life are Herons for their patience: Edie Twining’s favorite idea is: Change Is Possible: Need one say how unsurprising it is that early childhood wanderings have generated
a faith in the possibility of change: Edie Twining’s favorite objects are a paper and a zinc yellow: cadmium lemon: gold: primrose: straw: naples: chrome orange: scarlet lake: vermilion:
geranium lake: flesh: pink: madder lake: rose: carmine: purple: violet: delft: ultramarine: cobalt: sky: prussian: kingfisher: blue: turquoise: jade: juniper: grass: sap green: bronze: sepia:
burnt umber: vandyke brown: raw umber: ochre: sienna: copper beech: venetian red:
terra cotta: chocolate: ivory black: blue gray: gunmetal: french gray: silver gray: chinese:
white: pencil: Edie Twining earns her living in Cambridge: Massachusetts as an inter
ior designer for retail stores mostly dealing with children’s environments: The aim of the
art of Edie Twining is to keep her Self company: To keep her present to her Self: An
d for her Self first: The aim of the life of Edie Twining is to learn patience: To stay awake:
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To have a nice time: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another jolly work loving level headed warm breaded friend making householding drawing sketching
painting designing building far corner of the world azure cobalt navy sapphire cerulean indigo born under the red white and blue dog and the scarlet heron mauve lilac lavender
violet plum amethyst wining crimson scarlet cherry ruby burgundy dining fine kinding lemon lime square emerald circle jade triangle olive rectangle canary oval octagon banana
finding minding straw into gold cyan magenta winding placed solid as the Mona Lisa in the Louvre far looking far drawing finger talking far walking child far walking woman too:
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EDIE TWINING
(Variations on two images by)
1954 ——

FIVE:

LOW NOW

©

Edith
May Donald
Twining was born
on Sepember 24: 1954: In
Seventh Day Adventist Hospital:
Ogikubo: Tokyo: Japan: Edie Twining’s
favorite activity as a child was making stuff: Edie
Twining’s first job was coppering stained glass after a two day
attempt to work as a waitress at a Howard Johnson’s restaurant featuring
fried clams, baked beans, chicken pies, frankfurters, and, of course, Howard Johnson
28 flavor ice creams. Edie Twining’s mother was born in White Plains: New York: USA: Edie Twining’s
father was born in New York City: USA: As a child Edie Twining lived in: Tokyo: Japan: Washington: DC: USA: Den
Hague: Netherlands: Washington: DC: USA: New York City: USA: and Connecticut: USA: Like so many other people who moved
around a lot as children Edie Twining has had more than her share of panics while driving down interstates: Over bridges: And flying hither
and thither: Panics that are secured by an enormous variety of humans by nesting solaces of profound cozy home ownership: As a child Edie Twining loved
being with her family: Making things: Looking at picture books: Being read aloud to: Now: Edie Twining lives in West Roxbury: Boston: Massachusetts: As an adult
Edie Twining loves her children: Her house: Making things: Being with friends: Looking at new stuff: Edie Twining’s favorite animal in daily life is a dog: Edie Twining’s favorite
animal in all of life are Herons for their patience: Edie Twining’s favorite idea is: Change Is Possible: Need one say how unsurprising it is that early childhood wanderings have generated
a faith in the possibility of change: Edie Twining’s favorite objects are a paper and a zinc yellow: cadmium lemon: gold: primrose: straw: naples: chrome orange: scarlet lake: vermilion:
geranium lake: flesh: pink: madder lake: rose: carmine: purple: violet: delft: ultramarine: cobalt: sky: prussian: kingfisher: blue: turquoise: jade: juniper: grass: sap green: bronze: sepia:
burnt umber: vandyke brown: raw umber: ochre: sienna: copper beech: venetian red:
terra cotta: chocolate: ivory black: blue gray: gunmetal: french gray: silver gray: chinese:
white: pencil: Edie Twining earns her living in Cambridge: Massachusetts as an inter
ior designer for retail stores mostly dealing with children’s environments: The aim of the
art of Edie Twining is to keep her Self company: To keep her present to her Self: An
d for her Self first: The aim of the life of Edie Twining is to learn patience: To stay awake:
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To have a nice time: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another jolly work loving level headed warm breaded friend making householding drawing sketching
painting designing building far corner of the word azure cobalt navy sapphire cerulean indigo born under the red white and blue dog and the scarlet heron mauve lilac lavender
violet plum amethyst wining crimson scarlet cherry ruby burgundy dining fine kinding lemon lime square emerald circle jade triangle olive rectangle canary oval octagon banana
finding minding straw into gold cyan magenta winding placed solid as the Mona Lisa in the Louvre far looking far drawing finger talking far walking child far walking woman too:
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EDIE TWINING
(Variations on two images by)
1954 ——

SIX:

SNOW BLOW

©

Edith
May Donald
Twining was born
on Sepember 24: 1954: In
Seventh Day Adventist Hospital:
Ogikubo: Tokyo: Japan: Edie Twining’s
favorite activity as a child was making stuff: Edie
Twining’s first job was coppering stained glass after a two day
attempt to work as a waitress at a Howard Johnson’s restaurant featuring
fried clams, baked beans, chicken pies, frankfurters, and, of course, Howard Johnson
28 flavor ice creams. Edie Twining’s mother was born in White Plains: New York: USA: Edie Twining’s
father was born in New York City: USA: As a child Edie Twining lived in: Tokyo: Japan: Washington: DC: USA: Den
Hague: Netherlands: Washington: DC: USA: New York City: USA: and Connecticut: USA: Like so many other people who moved
around a lot as children Edie Twining has had more than her share of panics while driving down interstates: Over bridges: And flying hither
and thither: Panics that are secured by an enormous variety of humans by nesting solaces of profound cozy home ownership: As a child Edie Twining loved
being with her family: Making things: Looking at picture books: Being read aloud to: Now: Edie Twining lives in West Roxbury: Boston: Massachusetts: As an adult
Edie Twining loves her children: Her house: Making things: Being with friends: Looking at new stuff: Edie Twining’s favorite animal in daily life is a dog: Edie Twining’s favorite
animal in all of life are Herons for their patience: Edie Twining’s favorite idea is: Change Is Possible: Need one say how unsurprising it is that early childhood wanderings have generated
a faith in the possibility of change: Edie Twining’s favorite objects are a paper and a zinc yellow: cadmium lemon: gold: primrose: straw: naples: chrome orange: scarlet lake: vermilion:
geranium lake: flesh: pink: madder lake: rose: carmine: purple: violet: delft: ultramarine: cobalt: sky: prussian: kingfisher: blue: turquoise: jade: juniper: grass: sap green: bronze: sepia:
burnt umber: vandyke brown: raw umber: ochre: sienna: copper beech: venetian red:
terra cotta: chocolate: ivory black: blue gray: gunmetal: french gray: silver gray: chinese:
white: pencil: Edie Twining earns her living in Cambridge: Massachusetts as an inter
ior designer for retail stores mostly dealing with children’s environments: The aim of the
art of Edie Twining is to keep her Self company: To keep her present to her Self: An
d for her Self first: The aim of the life of Edie Twining is to learn patience: To stay awake:
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To have a nice time: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another jolly work loving level headed warm breaded friend making householding drawing sketching
painting designing building far corner of the world azure cobalt navy sapphire cerulean indigo born under the red white and blue dog and the scarlet heron mauve lilac lavender
violet plum amethyst wining crimson scarlet cherry ruby burgundy dining fine kinding lemon lime square emerald circle jade triangle olive rectangle canary oval octagon banana
finding minding straw into gold cyan magenta winding placed solid as the Mona Lisa in the Louvre far looking far drawing finger talking far walking child far walking woman too:
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(Variations on two images by)
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Edith
May Donald
Twining was born
on Sepember 24: 1954: In
Seventh Day Adventist Hospital:
Ogikubo: Tokyo: Japan: Edie Twining’s
favorite activity as a child was making stuff: Edie
Twining’s first job was coppering stained glass after a two day
attempt to work as a waitress at a Howard Johnson’s restaurant featuring
fried clams, baked beans, chicken pies, frankfurters, and, of course, Howard Johnson
28 flavor ice creams. Edie Twining’s mother was born in White Plains: New York: USA: Edie Twining’s
father was born in New York City: USA: As a child Edie Twining lived in: Tokyo: Japan: Washington: DC: USA: Den
Hague: Netherlands: Washington: DC: USA: New York City: USA: and Connecticut: USA: Like so many other people who moved
around a lot as children Edie Twining has had more than her share of panics while driving down interstates: Over bridges: And flying hither
and thither: Panics that are secured by an enormous variety of humans by nesting solaces of profound cozy home ownership: As a child Edie Twining loved
being with her family: Making things: Looking at picture books: Being read aloud to: Now: Edie Twining lives in West Roxbury: Boston: Massachusetts: As an adult
Edie Twining loves her children: Her house: Making things: Being with friends: Looking at new stuff: Edie Twining’s favorite animal in daily life is a dog: Edie Twining’s favorite
animal in all of life are Herons for their patience: Edie Twining’s favorite idea is: Change Is Possible: Need one say how unsurprising it is that early childhood wanderings have generated
a faith in the possibility of change: Edie Twining’s favorite objects are a paper and a zinc yellow: cadmium lemon: gold: primrose: straw: naples: chrome orange: scarlet lake: vermilion:
geranium lake: flesh: pink: madder lake: rose: carmine: purple: violet: delft: ultramarine: cobalt: sky: prussian: kingfisher: blue: turquoise: jade: juniper: grass: sap green: bronze: sepia:
burnt umber: vandyke brown: raw umber: ochre: sienna: copper beech: venetian red:
terra cotta: chocolate: ivory black: blue gray: gunmetal: french gray: silver gray: chinese:
white: pencil: Edie Twining earns her living in Cambridge: Massachusetts as an inter
ior designer for retail stores mostly dealing with children’s environments: The aim of the
art of Edie Twining is to keep her Self company: To keep her present to her Self: An
d for her Self first: The aim of the life of Edie Twining is to learn patience: To stay awake:
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To have a nice time: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another jolly work loving level headed warm breaded friend making householding drawing sketching
painting designing building far corner of the world azure cobalt navy sapphire cerulean indigo born under the red white and blue dog and the scarlet heron mauve lilac lavender
violet plum amethyst wining crimson scarlet cherry ruby burgundy dining fine kinding lemon lime square emerald circle jade triangle olive rectangle canary oval octagon banana
finding minding straw into gold cyan magenta winding placed solid as the Mona Lisa in the Louvre far looking far drawing finger talking far walking child far walking woman too:
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EDIE TWINING
(Variations on two images by)
1954 ——

EIGHT:

©

SNOW GLOW

Edith
May Donald
Twining was born
on Sepember 24: 1954: In
Seventh Day Adventist Hospital:
Ogikubo: Tokyo: Japan: Edie Twining’s
favorite activity as a child was making stuff: Edie
Twining’s first job was coppering stained glass after a two day
attempt to work as a waitress at a Howard Johnson’s restaurant featuring
fried clams, baked beans, chicken pies, frankfurters, and, of course, Howard Johnson
28 flavor ice creams. Edie Twining’s mother was born in White Plains: New York: USA: Edie Twining’s
father was born in New York City: USA: As a child Edie Twining lived in: Tokyo: Japan: Washington: DC: USA: Den
Hague: Netherlands: Washington: DC: USA: New York City: USA: and Connecticut: USA: Like so many other people who moved
around a lot as children Edie Twining has had more than her share of panics while driving down interstates: Over bridges: And flying hither
and thither: Panics that are secured by an enormous variety of humans by nesting solaces of profound cozy home ownership: As a child Edie Twining loved
being with her family: Making things: Looking at picture books: Being read aloud to: Now: Edie Twining lives in West Roxbury: Boston: Massachusetts: As an adult
Edie Twining loves her children: Her house: Making things: Being with friends: Looking at new stuff: Edie Twining’s favorite animal in daily life is a dog: Edie Twining’s favorite
animal in all of life are Herons for their patience: Edie Twining’s favorite idea is: Change Is Possible: Need one say how unsurprising it is that early childhood wanderings have generated
a faith in the possibility of change: Edie Twining’s favorite objects are a paper and a zinc yellow: cadmium lemon: gold: primrose: straw: naples: chrome orange: scarlet lake: vermilion:
geranium lake: flesh: pink: madder lake: rose: carmine: purple: violet: delft: ultramarine: cobalt: sky: prussian: kingfisher: blue: turquoise: jade: juniper: grass: sap green: bronze: sepia:
burnt umber: vandyke brown: raw umber: ochre: sienna: copper beech: venetian red:
terra cotta: chocolate: ivory black: blue gray: gunmetal: french gray: silver gray: chinese:
white: pencil: Edie Twining earns her living in Cambridge: Massachusetts as an inter
ior designer for retail stores mostly dealing with children’s environments: The aim of the
d for her Self first: The aim of the life of Edie Twining is to learn patience: To stay awake:
art of Edie Twining is to keep her Self company: To keep her present to her Self: An
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To have a nice time: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another jolly work loving level headed warm breaded friend making householding drawing sketching
painting designing building far corner of the world azure cobalt navy sapphire cerulean indigo born under the red white and blue dog and the scarlet heron mauve lilac lavender
violet plum amethyst wining crimson scarlet cherry ruby burgundy dining fine kinding lemon lime square emerald circle jade triangle olive rectangle canary oval octagon banana
finding minding straw into gold cyan magenta winding placed solid as the Mona Lisa in the Louvre far looking far drawing finger talking far walking child far walking woman too:
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NOTE:

©THE TWO IMAGES BY EDIE TWINING
WERE E MAILED TO DAVID DANIELS
ON SUNDAY, JUNE 2, 2002 AT 7:34 PM

